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SA, SJS
discuss
amnesty

Bikes
lost to
thieves

n University mulls
adoption of medical
amnesty policy

by Christina Mueller
Hatchet Reporter

The State Department did not return calls for
this article. Earlier this month, Robert Zoellick, second in command at the State Department, pledged
more than $1.7 billion for humanitarian aid and
reconstruction assistance in southern Sudan.

Last semester, freshman Ben
Borden left his bicycle outside
the Academic Center while he
spent a couple of hours in the
darkroom for his photography
class. After three hours away
from the outside world, Borden
walked out of Smith Hall to find
that his bike was gone.
“I got the bike thinking it
could be something that I could
ride for a while,” said Borden,
who only had his Bianchi Pista
for two weeks. “It just didn’t
work out that way.”
The freshman said he felt
relatively safe leaving his riding
machine outside before he was
targeted for theft, but after being
told by University Police that it
is a common problem, he is now
not so sure.
The loss of personal property
experienced by Borden and some
other bike-owning students may
seem like functions of city life,
but statistics show that the problem may be more widespread.
According to the National Bike
Registry, a four-year college student with a bike at any university
has a 53 percent chance of having
his or her property stolen.
Around the same time in November as Borden had his bike
stolen, sophomore Beth O’Malley
left her two-wheeler chained to
the fence outside of Crawford
Hall, just steps away from the
Marvin Center. She woke the
next morning to find that both
the bike and lock had been stolen.
“I decided not to report it because I figured nothing would be
done,” she said. “It’s hard to find
a bike after it is stolen.”
Junis Fletcher, a public information officer for the Metropolitan Police Department, said
District residents are required
by law to register their pedaled
vehicles, a process that can help
in post-theft identification. He
added that the problem is that
most people do not remember
their identification information
to help recover the bike.
Though he was unable to
provide statistics on bicycle theft
in D.C., he said that stolen bikes
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by Jenette Axelrod
Hatchet Staff Writer

University ofﬁcials said they are
considering formulating a policy
that would ease sanctions for students who call for or need medical
assistance because of excessive alcohol consumption.
At a Tuesday night meeting in
the Marvin Center, Student Judicial
Services ofﬁcials met with Student
Association and EMeRG. members
to discuss the possible adoption of
a medical amnesty program. The
event was advertised as a townhall
meeting, but only a handful of other
students listened to the discussion.
Medical amnesty ensures students who call University Police for
intoxicated friends or are transported to the hospital themselves are not
heavily sanctioned by SJS. Currently,
if an underage student calls for a sick
peer, UPD accompanies EMeRG. to
the scene and students can be punished for underage drinking. Twenty
percent of students who are admitted to the hospital for intoxication
were taken by a friend or admitted
themselves.
“All too often students are
forced to make the difﬁcult choice of
getting a friend medical attention or
facing the machinations of SJS,” said
Peter Feldman (U At-Large), who
co-sponsored legislation calling for
the formation of a blanket amnesty
policy. “I’d like to liberate students
from being placed in a challenging
and uncomfortable position.”
SJS Director Tara Woolfson said
the University is willing to compromise on the issue and hopes a program can be in place by next fall.
Wolfson cautioned that medical amnesty would not be a “get out of jail
free” card.
“Having to pay a $25 dollar
ﬁne or letting your friend die in bed
doesn’t seem like a hard choice to
me,” said Woolfson, who characterized the current sanctions for the
average, ﬁrst-time hospitalization of
a student – which typically includes
a ﬁne and an alcohol education class
– as being “minor.”
She also suggested that ﬁrsttime offenders with clean records
complete an educational process.
See AMNESTY, p. 10
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Freshmen Nir Katz and Sarah Chasin, members of GW Stand, protest what they said was the U.S.
government’s lack of involvement in Darfur, Sudan, by fasting outside the State Department for 26
hours beginning on Wednesday night.

Students fast for Darfur

Protesters say U.S. should
stop Sudanese genocide
by Alex Tatum
Hatchet Reporter

A handful of students began a 24-hour fast
Wednesday afternoon in front of the State Department to urge the U.S. government to take action
against the genocide in Darfur, Sudan.
About 180,000 people have died in Darfur, and
more than two million have been displaced from
their homes since 2003, when the genocide started,
according to an Associated Press report. The Arab
government in Khartoum is accused of employing
militias to destroy villages and kill civilians.
The students were pushing for increased action
against violence in the region, a no-fly zone over
Darfur to prevent bombing and U.S. pressure for
an international arms and oil embargo. The GW
chapter of Students Taking Action Now: Darfur
sponsored the fast and a vigil that took place at 5:30
p.m. Wednesday.
The fast, which is being observed by between
five and 10 students, started at 3:30 p.m. on
Wednesday and is scheduled to continue until 5:30
p.m. Thursday. As African-inspired music played
on a stereo, demonstrators handed out information
about the crisis in Darfur to people on the street.
Protestors also handed literature to workers exiting
the State Department and yelled at those who were
unresponsive to their message. Protestors held up
signs reading “Inaction is a crime” and “Starving
for humanity.”
Students hoped that their fast would inspire
other people across the country to take action. They
wanted to show the State Department that Americans care about the genocide.
“Doing this type of thing can have an effect if
you get people doing it all over the country,” freshman Nir Katz said.
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Catherine Conlan, a freshman at Yorktown High
School in Arlington, Va., joined the students shouting at Secretary of State Condaleeza Rice.

Putting some quiet back into Gelman

n Library staff seeks
to lessen distractions
and noise
by Sonia Gupta
Hatchet Reporter
As ﬁnal exams approach, more
students will start spending days
and nights at Gelman Library. But,

insidenews

some students might be ﬁtting in
more social time than study time at
Club Gelman.
Enhanced by the January opening of a Starbucks on the library’s
ground ﬂoor where a silent study
room used to be, the library is as
much a study place as it is a social
place for some students.
“People look to the library as a
place without distractions, but in reality there are so many distractions.
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It is crowded, people are loud, and
there aren’t enough rooms” freshman Christine Lin said.
University Librarian Jack Siggins said he is working with other
ofﬁcials to ﬁnd space and funding to construct more small-group
study rooms in the library. The library has eight ﬂoors, including a
basement computer lab. Silent and
group-study rooms are located only
on the fourth, ﬁfth and sixth ﬂoors.
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Siggins said some students get
“rambunctious” and “boisterous,”
but the library “depends on the students to control themselves since
they are all adults.”
For this reason, Siggins said the
library staff does not “police” the facility unless there are complaints. If
someone complains, they send one
of the staff members to the area.
“We usually ask them to quiet
down,” said sophomore Emilie
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Deans, who has worked at the library for almost two years. “It shuts
them up until we leave the room at
least.”
Certain times of the week and
year, such as Sunday nights and
days before midterms and ﬁnals,
tend to be busier at the library than
others.
Some students, however, choose
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